VNRC RCY ACTIVITIES IN 2017 AND PLAN 2018
Activities in 2017

• Implement MoU with Ministry of Training and Education
• Develop MoU with Spanish RC in RC youth and volunteer technical support
• Blood Champion in 63 RC branches
• Continues Safe school program in School
• Exchange RCY and RCV with other NS
• Continues with RMS for RCY and RCV
SS PROGRAM

VCA IN SCHOOL

DISASTER TRAINING

SWIMMING TRAINING

CHAST TRAINING

WATSAN TRAINING

FA TRAINING

SIMULATION - EVACUATION

COMPETITION
YABC TRAINING IN SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY
PLAN 2018

• Implement MoU Cooperating with Ministry of Education and Youth Union
• Prepare for National Youth Camp
• Revised Regular of RC Youth and volunteer
• Develop plan of Youth activities with Laos and other NSs
• Continues with RMS and others activities